
Offer available January 1 - 31, 2023 at authorized PFAFF® dealers in Canada. Go to Pfaff.com to find a dealer near you.

$200  
Instant Rebate

$699 
NOW

$60  
Instant Rebate

$379 
NOW

MSRP $439

SMARTER BY PFAFF™ 140s
sewing machine

PFAFF, PFAFF PERFECTION STARTS HERE, HOBBYLOCK, STITCH CREATOR, PERFORMANCE ICON, and SMARTER BY PFAFF are trademarks of KSIN Luxembourg II, S.a.r.l. ©2023 KSIN Luxembourg II, S.a.r.l. No prior purchases. Cannot be combined with any other offers or discounts. 
All rights reserved. All pricing decisions are at the sole discretion of the retailer. Prices are suggested and may vary by location. *Gift item included with purchase of a performance icon™ sewing machine applies to item number 821370096.

Features like tie-off function, 
adjustable stitch width, and LED light 
enhance your sewing experience.  
An integrated needle threader and 
snap-on presser feet save time, letting 
you focus on being creative.

top-of-the-line sewing machine

MSRP $10,999

Discover the secret of a  
perfect finish!
This overlock machine offers 
a variety of suitable stitches to 
handle most fabrics - velvet, wool, 
terry cloth, silk, denim, cotton or 
even stretch fabrics. Plus, achieve 
perfectly finished edges with seams 
that stretch when you move. 

overlock machine

MSRP $899

With 522 built-in stitches, 6 sewing 
fonts, 2 extra fonts for monogramming, 
plus the freedom to create new 9mm 
stitches or edit built-in stitches with the 
Stitch Creator™ feature — you have 
endless possibilities to personalize  
your projects.

Start the year with 

New Creative Tools!

Plus, for a limited time 
receive the 

NEW! 5/8"  
Quilt Binder

 FREE with Purchase*

$300 Value

$4,000  
Instant Rebate

$6,999 
NOW

Now you can easily create 
wider and stronger bindings 
with a double fold of fabric 
to finish garments, home 
decor and quilt projects!

CREATIVITY  
AWAITS. 

Experience  
the process.
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